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IRREGULAR WAVE DIFFRACTION BY GODA'S KETHOD 

PURPOSE : To provide a simplified method for determining random wave 
diffraction coefficients for a semi-infinite breakwater. 

GENERAL : Studies of wave diffraction have tvpicallv assumed that waves are _ _ 

monochromatic. Actual sea waves occur in a directional spectrum 
lengths or periods. Wave diffraction methods which are based on 
waves, and which ignore the wave spectrum, may give an incorrect 
(overestimation) of wave heights near a coastal structure. 
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Coda, et al. (1978) and Goda (1985) discuss a means of determining wave 
diffraction coefficients at a large island or semi-infinite length breakwater 
for directional wave spectra. This method is based on a dimensionless 
frequency parameter, S,,,. Recommended values of this parameter for different 
types of waves in deep water, (S,,,),, are: 

TYPE OF WAVE (‘maxJo - - 
Wind Waves 10 
Short Swell (large wave steepness) 25 

Long Swell (small wave steepness) 75 

Kraus (1984) has developed simple approximations based on the work of Coda 
which result in a relatively easy procedure for calculating the diffraction 
coefficients. These approximations provide wave heights along a coast, e.g., 
for longshore transport calculations, with little loss of accurac.y. However, 
in some -area? @!jthe sl%t_slow zon+ betweed the bre%kwater and the shore1 ine, : 
particularly close to the breakwater, the approximations may underestimate the 
diffraction coefficient, i.e., not provide a conservative estimate. 
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METHOD ; Coda defines the parametnv ) Smax ~ ifi shal.10~ dater in terms af the 

deepwater parameters, (S,,,),, by using Fig~_~r~? 1 , in which d is the water 
depth at the breakwater’ tip, !,<) is the dcepwattif *avelength of the significant 
wave, and a 

0 
is the angle of %iie wave crest with respect to the bottom 

contours where the Nave enter3 shal~lou wate? !a = no if’ %he wave crest is 
0 

0.1. 0.2 

d / I_ fb: 

Figure 1 1 Change of maximum directional concentration parameter, 
S maxz due t,r) wave refraction in shallow water (Coda , 19851 

After thti value of S,,,, is determined, the value or’ K(OIs the diffraction 
coefficient along a line at an angle 8 from the wave direction at the break-- 
water til: (see Figure 2’1 r is determined as ‘-1 decimal fraction of the wavb:. 
height .df the tip: Kr’as.l:7 f F $341 gi-.!e,. t;hi. Y 13 an approximation by the 
eqllat i. 0~” 

- ._( -.*- 

S g? I .’ I max ’ c J 0.5 i,,.*:‘? T”. , 1 
wher $2 0 is in radians, and W is giver1 by 

W = -0,000103 s;,, 2, O.29U s,,, + ‘J*‘jI % 
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Figure 2. Definition sketch for using the random wave 
diffraction method of Goda (1985) 

The diffraction coefficients obtained by Kraus compare favorably with those ’ 

computed more exactly by Coda, et al. (1978), except where K0 (0.2. Where 
K(e) CO.2, the approximations of Kraus will underestimate the value of KQ. 
However, this error is not expected to have significant impact since it is in 

1 a small waveheight region. 

Examples of the more exact value of K(e) obtained by Coda are shown in 
Figure 3. 
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Flg.3 Dlffract1on Diagrams of a Sem1~Inflnlte Breakwater for 
DIrectIonal Random Haves of Nomal Incidence (Coda, et d., 1978) 
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GIVB:N: ,\iir~ci tia’ve5 ;11’t‘ .ietermined to have a significant period, ‘1: of 12 -.- 
seconds and a deepwater wavelength, Lo of 738 feel ‘The wave angle, ao, with 

rcs I>“” i f*-! the bnttcJT!l Contours where tht: wave enters shallow water is 30” 1 

breakwaL-:r tip is iri ‘1 IYstel: CAepth -ii JO feet The wave direction at. thi: 

breakw~?~~*?~ tj.p is :II: the angle of 90’ shown 
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